Mitchell
Furniture Systems

Wall Mounts

Wall Mounts

“08” Series Wall Mounted Tables,
Benches & Storage Cabinets
Our wall mounted table and bench systems provide the most efficient use of space
in a cafeteria or multi-purpose room setting. Individual benches and tables can be
used while attached to the cabinets or easily removed from the cabinets allowing
you to set your room up to meet each activities needs.

Storage lock

Keyed post lock

Cabinets are available in a number of different configurations. Multiple depth
units can store up to four tables and eight benches. Recessed or surface mounted
cabinets along with a variety of bench and table dimensions are available allowing
you to purchase a system that is appropriate for every room’s environment,
regardless of room size or capacity requirements. Cabinets are shipped fully
assembled and are made up of several components, anyone of which are field
replaceable at a fraction of the cost of having to replace the whole cabinet.

Optional bench and table
heights allow you to provide
wheel chair accessibility
throughout your cafeteria or
multi-purpose room. Tables can
be stored in any cabinet pocket
of the same length or width
allowing you to change the
table and bench set ups to
meet the needs of each event.

Automatic downlock

Hydraulic lift assist

Double top lock

Each table and bench set has sixteen
points of contact with the cabinet
when stored. When combined with
leaf to leaf storage locks, keyed post
locks, automatic locking hinges and an
anti-jackknife lift assist design, the “08”
series is one of the safest and most
secure in the industry.

Safety

Locking System

WALL MOUNTED TABLES
Length: 14’ 13’ 12’ 10’
Width: 28” or 30”
Height: 25” 27” 29”

AND BENCHES
Length: 14’ 13’ 12’ 10’
Width: 10” or 12”
Height: 15” 17” 20”

Easy Open
Easy Fold

Wheel chair accesability available
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PorTables

PorTables

NP-NPX-GP DIMENSIONS & FEATURES
Sizes: 12’ 10’ 8’ Lengths
30” Table Top Width
27” or 29” Table Height
17” Bench Height

Seating: GP Short Benches or 8 12 16 Individual Seats
NP Long Benches or 8 12 16 Individual Seats
NPX Long Benches
12’ Table Storage: Length 53-1/2”, Width 34”, Height 79-1/2”

GP Series

This table features multiple twin seating and a combination of nickel-chromium-plated and black powder coated
understructure. Solid-core high pressure laminated tops assure long-lasting quality.

NP 12/16 or GP 12/16

Spacious seats are made just like the table top with a steel support plate under each. End and center
legs are chrome with Jet Black powder coat finish on undercarriage. Stainless steel scuff plates.

Quality

Heavy -duty release handle for locking hinge. Automatic locking hinge.

Tamper resistant storage lock.

Long-Lasting Products

NPX Series

The NPX has an open concept under benches for easy floor
clean-up. Benches are supported with heavy gauge, horizontal
steel truss supports. Available in Jet black or Chrome finish.
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NP Series

This table features a bench design for convenient center
accessibility. Heavy gauge round and rectangular tubing
provides structural safety in attractive jet black metal finish.
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ST PorTables

ConverTable Benches

Shaped Table

ConverTable Bench Tables

The most versatile product we make turns any space into a cafeteria,
auditorium, classroom or recreation room. Use your imagination to
configure the room you want. End-leg assemblies are chrome or black
powder coated. All other parts are powder coated.

Provides More Seating

GENERAL
Length: 6’ 7’ 8’
Height: Tabletop 29”
bench 17”
Width: Tabletop 15”
bench 12”

CONSTRUCTION
Tabletop support: continuous 1 3/4”,
16-gauge cold rolled channel apron.
Bench support: three 1 1/16”, 14 gauge steel legs.
End legs: all-welded 1 1/4”, 14 gauge steel tubing.

Versatile

Configurations

Chrome or Jet Black
Powder Coated Leg

ST-4872 PorTables

with Bench or Individual Seats

This table’s unique shape provides more seating in the same
area than conventional tables and chairs. It rolls through
standard doors in its storage position. End legs and center
bench supports are either nickel-chrome or jet black. All
other metal parts are powder coated.

DESCRIPTION
Shape: Elliptical 48” X 72”
Table Height: 27”or 29”
Seating Height: 17”
Bench Seats: 40” X 10”
Individual Seats: 16” X 10”

Locks: Safety levers can be easily reached from either side of table.

CONSTRUCTION
Center legs: 16 gauge 1” X 1”
square tubing.

Includes Standard
PorTable Features

Tabletop supports:
Two full-length, 16-gauge
cold steel apron channels.
Unitized: welded steel
brackets and fittings.
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Fold-N-Roll

Fold-N-Roll

Fold-n-Roll Tables

Fold-n-Roll Seminar
and Training Tables

Ideal for church commons, business eating space, school
casual dining, hospital cafeteria or any space where style,
color and maximum seating capacity is desired. Each
table has caster lift-off pads which lift the casters off the
floor when table is in the user position. Two-stage down
lock - safe and easy. Chrome or Jet Black end legs. Fixed or
adjustable height. 360° unencumbered seating.

Optimum

use of Space

Round

Adjustable Height
Legs on Most Models

Square

Octagonal

AVAILABLE
SIZES
48” Round
48” Hexagon
48” Square
60” Round
60” Octagon
72” Round

ADJUSTABLE
HEIGHT
22” to 29” 29” to 36”
22” to 29” 29” to 36”
22” to 29” 29” to 36”
22” to 29” 29” to 36”
22” to 29” 29” to 36”
NA			

FIXED
HEIGHT
27” or 29”
27” or 29”
27” or 29”
27” or 29”
27” or 29”
27” or 29”

Dual brace rod eliminates the center
leg creating more seating space.

SELECTION
Length: 8’
Width: 18” or 24”
Height-Fixed: 29”
Height-Adjustable: from 22” to 29” in one-inch increments

UniTables

This rugged multi-purpose table offers an unlimited number of uses. Metal parts available with nickel-chrome-plating
or black powder coated finish. Fully enclosed torsion bars make for easy folding and unfolding. In the open position,
four anchor pads hold the table in position.

Rugged

Adjustable Height
Legs on Most Models

Unlimited Uses

Hexagonal

Oval

OVAL TABLE SIZES
60” X 66” or 60” X 72” or 48” X 72”
Height: Fixed 27” or 29”
Height: Adjustable from 22” to 29” in one-inch increments

Adjustable Height
Safety Locks
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SELECTION
Length: 8’ 10’ or 12’
Width: 30”
Height : 27” or 29”
Folded Height: 12’ Unit — 79 1/2”

Elliptical
Dun12 (Chrome leg)

WO-10 (Black powder coat)

Dun12 (Chrome leg)

mitchell-tables.com
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Stages/Risers

Fold-O-Leg

Fold-O-Leg Stages /
Stands / Risers

Saturna Folding Tables
You cannot buy a better table. This is our top of the line table
featuring a tough, non-mar top and floor glides, inverted “T”
folding pedestal base for stability and strength with a nickelchromium finish. The support frame is tough, cold rolled steel
with a powder coated finish. A bullnose edging of heavy
contoured vinyl plastic protects the edges.
Makes a nice stand-up desk.
SIZES
Length: 36” to 96”
Width: 18” to 36”

Adjustable Legs
on All Models

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
From 22” to 29” in 1” increments
From 29” to 36” in 1” increments
From 36” to 39”

Our portable folding systems provide easy,
safe and flexible setup for your entertainment
and professional events. The stage, riser and
platform units are only 2 1/2” thick when
folded. A complete 70-piece orchestra
requires a 4’ W X 8’L X 5’H storage area.
Available with portable folding stairs,
guardrails and enclosure panels.
FEATURES
• Standard 8’ X 4’ units produce one-level
platforms or stages.
• Multi-level stage arrangements for
seating and bands.
• Tapered risers clamp securely together.

ROUND TABLE SIZES
48” and 60” diameter
TRAPEZOID TABLE SIZES
48” X 72” with 30” ends

Tough

Trapezoid Table Configurations

Solid

Stable and Strong

Heavy-Duty

Fold-O-Leg Tables

These heavy-duty, 29” high tables feature our patented JackKnife folding brace, which eliminates rattle and adds stability.
A simple, strong compression spring allows easy opening and
folding. All metal parts are heavy-gauge high-carbon steel, cold
formed and rolled, and a black powder coated finish.

Fold-O-Leg Table and
Riser Trucks

These trucks are designed for heavy-duty use and a
lifetime of trouble-free service. They are made of steel
tubing welded into a complete unit. Each is equipped
with removable handles. Two wheels swivel for turning in
confined areas. Flat Loading/Risers and Rectangular Tables.

SIZES
Length: 36” to 96”
Width: 18” to 36”

650 Series Seminar Fixed
Height Folding Table

Flat Loading will carry
up to 12 tables.

Ideally suited for classroom, conference or lecture hall.
Available in powder coated or chrome end legs.
SIZES
Length: 60” 72” 96”
Width: 18” 24”
Height: 27” or 29”
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Withstands the Test of Time
Many of our tables are still in use after 40 years.
They last that long because we simply build them better.
MORE STEEL
Our tables have a solid feel because we use more steel. But it’s the unitized
design that allows our tables to stand up to rugged use.
BETTER ENGINEERING
Whether folding, rolling or locking, a Mitchell product does it better and with less effort.
Our engineers attention to quality ensures ease of use and long life.
FEATURES
• Unitized Design for easy maneuverability and control.
• Torsion Bars and Compression Springs for easy folding and unfolding.
• Positive Locks securely hold table in folded or unfolded position.
LOWEST COST TO OWN
Compare price. Compare quality. Mitchell offers you more value for the money.
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100’s of

CUSTOM FLOOR PLANS...NO CHARGE
We specialize in doing floor plans that optimize space. Call us with any layout
problem and we can provide the solution at no charge.
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For over a century, we have been providing our customers
with quality products for a wide array of uses.
No matter what your needs we have the table that is right for you.
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P.O Box 1156 • 1700 West St. Paul Ave. • Milwaukee WI 53201
Phone: 414.342.3111 • Toll Free: 800.290.5960 • Fax: 414.342.4239
sales@mitchell-tables.com
mitchell-tables.com

